F.Rs TO APPLY TO PRESERVE EARNED LEAVE FOR RMSA & RVM TRAINING CLASSES IN SUMMER

READ:-

1. PROCS RC NO 212/E1-2/2011 DT 7-5-11 & 06-06-2011 OF C & DSE AP, HYDERABAD

2. PROCS RC NO 398/AMO/B1/2010 DT 1-7-2011 OF PO RVM GNT IN TERMS OF PROCS

RC NO 52/RVM(SSA)/B2/10 DT 20-4-10 OF SPD RVM HYD

SUB-RULE 15 OF FR 82:-

IF A GOVERNMENT SERVANT OF THE VACATION DEPARTMENT DOES DUTIES DURING VACATION AND REMUNERATED THEREFOR, HE SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED AS HAVING BEEN DEPRIVED OF VACATION

SUB-RULE 20 OF FR 82:-

WHEN VACATION OCCURS IN THE COURSE OF LEAVE AND IS THEN DEBITED TO A LEAVE ACCOUNT OF A GOVT SERVANT IN A VACATION DEPARTMENT A REDUCTION UNDER RULE 82(b) SHOULD NOT BE MADE IN RESPECT OF SUCH VACATION (FR 82(b):-vacation counts as duty but the periods of total leave in Rules 81(a) and 81(b) should ordinarily be reduced by one month for each year of duty in which the government servant has availed himself of the vacation. If apart only of the vacation has been taken in any year, the period to be deducted will be a fraction of a month equal to the proportion which the part of the vacation taken bears to the full period of the vacation)

NOTE:- THAT MEANS ELs TO BE PRESERVED: EQUAL TO THE DAYS PREVENTED FOR RMSA & RVM TRAINING CLASSES

SO, ELs FOR RMSA 5 DAY TRAINING CLASSES:- 5 DAYS

ELs FOR RVM 6/7/8 DAY TRAINING CLASSES:- 6/7/8 DAYS

GOOD LUCK ---- MANI PRTU


The attention of all the District Educational Officers in the State are invited to the references read above, and they are informed that the Project Director, RMSA, Hyderabad has conducted in-service training programmes to the District Resource Persons from 6-4-2010 to 27-04-2010 in 7 spells vide his Proc. 1st read above and to the School Assistants who are handling IX and X classes for the period from 03-05-2010 to 11-06-2010 in 8 spells in the reference 2nd read above.

Therefore all the District Educational Officers in the State are requested to take action for preservation of Earned Leave to the teachers who have participated in the training programmes conducted in summer vacation by Rashtriya Madhyamik Shiksha Abhiyan (RMSA) during the year 2010 as per Sub rule –(15) and (20) of F.R. 82 duly verifying the attendance of participants and make necessary entries in the S.Ks. of the teachers.

This has got the approval of the C & Director of School Education, A.P., Hyderabad.

General Secretary
Progressive Recognised Teachers’ Union- A.P.,
6-5-1038, Narayanguda, Hyd-30.

B. SUDHAKAR,
For Commissioner & Director of School Education.

To All the District Educational Officers in the State.
Copy to all Regional Joint Directors of School Education in the State.
Copy forwarded to Rashtriya Madhyamika Shiksha Abhiyan (RMSA), Hyderabad.

//t.c.f.b.o.//
Rc.No.212/E1-2/2011 

Dated: 06-06-2011

Sub:- School Education – Teachers Training Programmes under Rashtra Madhyamika Siksha Abhiyan (RMSA) held in the year 2011 - Preservation of Earn Leave for the teachers attended training programme – Orders – Issued.


***

The attention of all the District Educational Officer in the State are invited to the reference read above, and they are informed that, the Project Director, RMSA, Hyderabad has conducted in-service teacher training for Secondary School teachers in all the subjects including Languages for the teachers handling IX and X classes for the period from 05-05-2011 to 21-5-2011 in 3 spells in the reference read above.

Therefore, all the District Educational Officer in the state are requested to take action for Preservation of Earned Leave to the teachers who participated in the training programmes conducted in summer vacation by Rashtriya Madhyamik Shiksha Abhiyan (RMSA) during the year 2011 as per Sub-rule (15) and (20) of F.R.82 duly verifying the attendance of participants and make necessary entries in the S.Rs of the teachers.

This has the approval of the Commissioner and Director of School Education, Andhra Pradesh, Hyderabad.

K. GOWRI SHANKAR
For Commissioner and Director of School Education

To
All the District Educational Officer in the State.
Copy to all Regional Joint Directors of School Education in the State.
Copy forwarded to Rashtriya Madhyamik Shiksha Abhiyan (RMSA), Hyderabad.

SC.

//t.c.f.b.o//

SUPERINTENDENT

[Signature]
PROCEEDINGS OF THE PROJECT OFFICER, RAJIV VIDYA MISSION (SSA) GUNTUR
Present: Sri. D. Chaitanya M.A., M.Ed.,


Sub: RVM (SSA) Guntur – Teacher Training Programme conducted for the period from 1-6-2010 to 10-6-2010 preservation of Earned Leave to teachers who attended the training – Orders – issued.

Read: 1. Lr Rc. No. 34/PRTU/GNT/2011, dt. 25-5-2011 of the President, PRTU, Guntur District.
2. Procs., Rc. No. 52/RVM(SSA)/B2/10, dt. 20.4.10 of the State Project Director of AP RVM (SSA) Hyderabad.
4. Note orders of the District Educational Officer, Guntur dt. 22-6-2011.

In view of the circumstances explained in the letter read above and in pursuance of the orders issued in the procgs., 2 & 3 read above all the Headmasters and Mandal Educational Officers in the district are here by requested to preserve Earned Leave on par with action in regard to RMSA trainings held in MAY 2010 to the teachers who attended training programme conducted by the Rajiv Vidya Mission, Guntur for the period from 1-6-2010 to 10-6-2010 duly following instructions of State Project Director of AP RVM (SSA) Hyderabad and Commissioner & Director of School Education AP Hyderabad issued in the proceedings 2 & 3 read above.

[Signature]
Rajiv Vidya Mission (SSA) Guntur

To
The Headmasters and Mandal Educational Officers in the district.
Copy forwarded to the District Educational Officer, Guntur for information.
Copy to the President, PRTU Guntur district for information.
Copy to the Dy Educational Officers in the district for information.
Copy submitted to the Commissioner & Director of School Education, Hyderabad for kind information.
Copy submitted to the State Project Director, AP RVM(SSA) Hyderabad for kind information.
sub:- School Education conduct of SSC Advanced Supplementary Examinations, May/June 2011 instructions issued to all the Heads of the schools including Clerical staff and office subordinates to be present during summer vacation- Reg.

Read: Rc.No.87/B-2/2008 Dated 17-05-2011 from the Director of Government Examinations Andhra Pradesh, Hyderabad

While communicating a copy of the letter of the Director of Government Examinations, AP, Hyderabad in the reference read above, all the District Educational Officers in the state are requested to take action immediately to preserve Earned Leave for all those employees who are prevented from availing summer vacation as per leave rule

1 To all the Heads of secondary schools under all managements along with their Non-Teaching staff including office sub ordinates personnel who are prevented from availing summer vacation from 21-05-2011 till re-opening of schools and,

2 To direct the teachers who are drafted for invigilation work to report to the D.E.O’s one week before the commencement of the Examinations to receive the instructions in connection with the work of the SSC Advanced Supplementary Examinations, June 2011.

Further, they are requested to entrust the SSC Supplementary Examination work to senior teaching staff of the school where there is no sanctioned clerical post or if the post is vacant.

This has the approval of the Commissioner and Director of School Education, AP, Hyderabad.

B. MALLAMMA
For Commissioner and Director of school Education

To
All the District Educational Officers in the state,
Copy to all the regional Joint Director of School Education I the state.
Copy to the Director, Government Examinations, AP, Hyderabad for information.
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SUPERINTENDENT